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Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar provides an innovative reference guide to Mandarin
Chinese, combining traditional and function-based grammar in a single volume.The Grammar is
divided into two parts. Part A covers traditional grammatical categories such as phrase order,
nouns, verbs and specifiers. Part B is carefully organized around language functions and notions
such as:Communication strategiesMaking comparisonsGiving and seeking
informationExpressing apologies, regrets and sympathiesThe two parts of the Grammar are
closely linked by extensive cross-references, providing a grammatical and functional perspective
on many patterns. All grammar points and functions are richly illustrated with examples, with a
strong focus on contemporary usage.Main features of the grammar include:Examples given in
simplified characters, traditional characters and romanization (pinyin)Clear explanations and
accessible descriptionsParticular attention to areas of particular difficulty for learners of
Mandarin ChineseImplementing feedback from users of the first edition of the Grammar, this
second edition has been revised throughout to offer expanded explanations, examples, cross-
referencing, and indexing and brand new chapters on aspect, resultative verbs, directional verbs
and "ba" sentences.This is the ideal reference grammar for learners of Mandarin Chinese at all
levels, from elementary to advanced. No prior knowledge of grammatical terminology is
assumed and a glossary of grammatical terms is provided. This Grammar is accompanied by
the Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar Workbook (978-0-415-83488-9; available for separate
purchase) which features related exercises and activities.

The authors have rich knowledge of the subject area and have magically transformed a
complicated grammar system into reader-friendly learning material. –Wen-Hua Du, Pennsylvania
State University A very useful introduction to Mandarin grammar. Readers not only learn how to
express their ideas with grammatical structures, but also when to use them appropriately. The
authors also pinpoint the differences between Mandarin and English, and give clear and concise
explanations. A good reference book for teachers and students alike. – Hsiu-Hsien, Yale
University After having searched for more than 2 years for a usable book, I finally realized that
Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar is in my opinion the only usable one for beginners. This
book eventually allowed me to experience the feeling of unlimited immaterial joy when stepping
into the world of the Chinese language (and therefore China). – Rob Beck, Language Learner--
This text refers to the paperback edition.
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K. Hu, “Great Book. Too Basic.. I got this book at the suggestion of a classmate, however after
getting it, I found it to be a bit basic and didn’t really address what I needed, which was
academic and formal Chinese. It’s great for beginners and intermediates looking to brush up on
their grammar, but lacked any in-depth details on how to write more natively.”

gab.O, “A very useful and comprehensive guide. A very useful and comprehensive guide, it has
helped me to complement and undestand my current studies about chinese grammar.”

Christopher Low, “A very complete Chinese grammar.. As a new student of Chinese, I found it
very helpful - explaining the structure of the language and giving good practical advice on how to
communicate.  There is a good index and cross referenced system. C.R. Low”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Excellent Chinese language learning resource. I own the first edition of this
book, along with this, the second edition version.Let me say that this second edition is much
improved. It is much expanded with new grammar, and includes many examples, something that
was deficient in the first edition.I have been using this book for Chinese self study and I have
been making improvements. For some reason, however, neither this book nor the previous
edition is used in any schools that teach Chinese. Books used by Chinese language schools
generally use books published by Chinese publishers with terrible pedagogy.Perhaps the
authors can get the ball rolling by posting a YouTube class of this book being used in a
classroom context, so that owners of this book can follow and study it.”

Eric Wilson, “This is a great book for beginner's and I would assume for intermediate-
advanced .... This is a great book for beginner's and I would assume for intermediate-advanced
as well. The grammar concepts are clearly explained and several examples are given to
enhance your understanding. I would recommend this book as a supplement though, you will
also need some sort of Chinese conversation book to go along with it.”

SMQ, “Good product.. Sent rapidly. Good product.”

N.S. Palmer, “Invaluable for students of Mandarin. I've been using the printed version of this
book for over a year, and it's been a great help. It covers more grammatical structures than other
books, such as Schaums Outline of Chinese Grammar that's by one of the same authors. The
second half of the book covers how to handle specific situations, such as writing a letter or
email.I don't believe that it was previously available as an ebook, but I'm delighted that it is! My
book bag is too darned heavy, and switching to the ebook will make it lighter. I'm keeping my
print copy, of course -- it's got a lot of my notes in it.”



Jodie, “By far the best grammar book around!. This is a truly excellent book. If you want to
understand the complexities of chinese grammer, or just want to ensure that you are learning
correctly buy this book!Context: I've been learning Mandarin for about 4 months.This book is
written in a phenomenally clear and concise way. You are never left grasping for meaning about
how the grammar works. The examples are basic enough that I didn't feel lost after only 4
months of learning. All examples are written in simplified, traditional, pinyin and english.It's split
into 2 parts: the first half breaks down the grammar and explains it clearly, with plenty of
excellent examples and cross references where applicable. The second half show real life usage
of the language such as meeting and greeting people.I've tried other books, and none have
come close to this book. I now understand Aspect and love Resultant Verbs!!”

Blossom Maddely, “A Brilliant Resource and Support. This is a beautifully organised,
comprehensive, learner-friendly Chinese grammar which is providing brilliant support for the
audio course I am using to teach myself Chinese, as an enjoyable challenge in retirement. It is
clearly designed and written by authors who are not only experts in their field, but who obviously
have a love of communicating their subject to the student in an as clear and assimilable way as
possible. (Incidentally, it's the extreme opposite of a French grammar I was expected to use fifty
years ago at university, written by someone called Mansen, which always gave me the
impression of an extremely grumpy, elitist old man, determined to make everything as obscure
as possible and to make you feel a fool in the process of grappling with it. How wonderful that
language teaching books have got so much better!”

Sarah W, “For people learning Chinese intensively for at least 6 months+. Very good book giving
you great outlook on Chinese grammar with tons of examples.Font is clear and it is easy to
distinguish each character. Material is explained pretty well, no gibberish or complicated
academic theories ;)I can really recommend this book. I had first edition in PDF version (didn't
use much) but after buying second edition (paper edition) I can say it is excellent.I would
recommend it to people who know characters and want to increase Chinese grammar portfolio!
PS: Simplified and Traditional characters are used so we are good! :)”

Eenymo, “I like this book. I like this book. It tells me everything I need to know, its easy to use,
and gives some good advice on cultural use of the language too, such as the detailed
information on names and how to address people, which is apparently very important to get right
in China if you dont want to offend people. I was pleasantly surprised by this book.”

The book by Claudia Ross has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 74 people have provided feedback.
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